more communication rate and fault-tolerance can be low in the cases of crashing a process.

3. Token-based algorithms:

In this type of algorithms, a virtual ring has been made amongst clients and a token initialize to circle round it [21]. Each of the processes which is possessed the token, can enter CS and after releasing CS it should resume circling the token.

Compression for these three types of DMX algorithms in can be seen in table 1 [22][23].

Table 1: Comparing Classic DMX algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Message per entry/release</th>
<th>Delay before entry</th>
<th>Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralize</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Coordinator crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>2*(N-1)</td>
<td>2*(N-1)</td>
<td>Crash of any process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token-base</td>
<td>1 to N</td>
<td>0 to N-1</td>
<td>Token lost or process down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algorithms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the absence of global time in a distributed system, timestamps are assigned to messages according to Lamport's clock [8]. In the context of mutual exclusion, Lamport’s clocks are operated as follows: Each process maintains a scalar clock with an initial value of 0. Each time a process wants to access the CS, it assigns that request a timestamp which is one more than the value of the clock. The process sends the timestamped request to other processes to determine whether it can access the CS. Each time a process receives a timestamped request from another process seeking permission to access the CS, the process updates its clock to the maximum of its current value and the timestamp of the request.

Fault-tolerance is a very important criterion for solutions to most real-life resource contention problems. The commonly accepted definition of robustness in the context of mutual exclusion is that a crash on mutual exclusion algorithm does not lead to system crash. Of all the distributed mutual exclusion algorithms in the literature, Agrawala and El-Abbadi’s algorithm needs less communication messages per CS exchange, but it is a centralized approach and therefore it may become a bottleneck and single point of failure. These weaknesses can lead to system crash. In this paper, a new complementary algorithm will be proposed which tend to have a fault-tolerance distributed mutual exclusion algorithm.

1.3. Motivation

Concerning different DMX algorithms and their attributes, token-base algorithms have more complexity to implement and are very sensitive to token lost and any process crashes that can result to system crash. Distributed algorithms doesn’t have any bottleneck problem like centralized algorithms and decide in a distributed manner, but they increase message communication rate insensitively and according any process crash because of some information lost can lead to system failure or crash. But ultimately Centralized algorithms are simple to implement, have least message complexity and are fast, especially in relatively low number of clients unlike other methods. The only problem in these kinds of algorithms is being centralized so having a single point of failure that results to less fault tolerance.

Fig. 1: Agrawala and El Abbadi’s algorithm
In this paper a complementary algorithm to centralized algorithm will be proposed which conduct fault-tolerance in the case of coordinator crash, so simply the bottleneck in centralized algorithm will be omitted. Thus centralized algorithm will be a reliable and applicable algorithm.

In rest of the paper, section 2 has more about Centralize algorithm itself as our major background. Section 3, speaks about powers, weaknesses, and special cases functionality of centralized DMX algorithm. In section 4, to cover some weaknesses centralized algorithm and to extend it we propose our complementary algorithm. Then, in chapter 5 we analyze algorithm in different special cases, also we try to exam various traditional scenarios. After that, in section 6 we proposed algorithm would be evaluated and compared with other algorithm using proves simulations, and analytical descriptions. Finally, in section 7 as a conclusion, we will illustrate our results plus future works.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we describe the general system model and review the base centralized algorithm, which is a fair distributed mutual exclusion algorithm. The algorithm proposed in Section 3 is an improvement over this base algorithm.

2.1. System model

The base algorithm assumes the following model. There are N processes in the system. The processes communicate only by asynchronous message passing over an underlying communication network which is error-free and over which message transit times may vary. Processes are assumed to operate correctly. We assume FIFO channels in the communication network. Without loss of generality, we assume that a single process executes at a site or a node in the network system graph. Hence, the terms process, site, and node are interchangeable used.

A process requests a CS by sending a REQUEST message and waits for appropriate reply before entering its CS. While a process is waiting to enter its CS, it cannot make another request to enter another CS. Each REQUEST for CS access is assigned a priority and REQUESTs for CS access should be granted in order of decreasing priority for fair mutual exclusion.

2.2. Agrawala and El Abbadi’s algorithm

In centralized algorithm, Agrawal and El Abbadi [18], there is a process that is elected to be coordinator and each of processes which is interested in entering critical section, asks a permission sending a request message.

Resource allocation:

In centralized algorithm, according to figure-land figure-2, each process should send a “Request” message to coordinator while the flag related to resource in coordinator is reset (not set). Because the resource is not allocated to another process, coordinator sends back an “OK” message as reply to “Request” message to resource-requesting process; so herewith it permit requesting process to enter critical section. Immediately coordinator sets related flag.
(a) Step 1: broadcasting "New Epoch" message to everyone
(b) Step 2: Response mapping
   1: for "no request" do nothing
   2: for "in-region" set related flag
(d) Step 2: Response mapping
   3: for "Request" insert into queue sorted by Rs. T. S.
(e) Using new algorithm, new coordinator becomes similar to lost one and gathers the lost data

(f) The timing diagram for Step 1 and 2 of new algorithm

Fig. 3: Proposed algorithm's diagrams
CS releasing:
When process which granted CS, exits and wants to leave CS, sends a “Release” message to coordinator, so coordinator can manages the next requesting process to use that CS. Coordinator receiving “Release” message, removes next process waiting in the queue and send him a “OK” message. If there is not any process waiting in queue, reset the related flag. The routine can be find in figure 1 and figure 2.

Blocking a process:
According to figures 1 and 2, if after dedicating a resource to a process and before releasing the resource from that process, another process sends request for same resource, in this case coordinator can recognize that the shared resource is busy (checking its flag) and as result, to block it, coordinator do not send any response. In the result, new requesting process will be waiting till can get the “OK” message as permission and theretore the process will be blocked. Of course distributed-system’s reliability or coordinator’s “ACK” message assures the new requesting process that message is received from coordinator side (recognizing dead coordinator from blocking state). Instead, coordinator puts the new unanswered request in the related resource’s queue. At the end when in-region (in critical section) process exits the CS and send a “Release” message to coordinator, it remove our deferred process from the queue and sends an “OK” message to him. In result process get out of blocking mode and enters in CS.
The centralized algorithm is simple to implement and completely fair, but it has central part, coordinator, which makes system easy to fail. To solve this weakness, new algorithm as a complementary algorithm covers it.

2.3. Analyze of Base Algorithm
In centralized algorithm, a malfunction on communication will be covered in distributed system’s operating system. That is because the distributed system is reliable and this means, if a message can not be transmitted, the system waits for a while and then retransmit it and after some repetition using a watch dog timer, system realizes that the destination has been crashed and reports it to the sender so sender makes a decision. In result, we transfer the responsibility of controlling this type of failure to distributed-system and its reliability feature.
If the coordinator crashes all the preserved data will be lost and this can lead to system crash. Due to this problem one of the disadvantages of classic centralized DMX algorithm takes form. That is coordinator’s being “single point of failure”. We have solved this problem in our new complementary algorithm.

3. Proposed Algorithm
New complementary algorithm starts when a coordinator crashes and a process for first time recognizes that event and then new coordinator is elected. At this moment new elected coordinator (every one can be), starts our algorithm to gather lost data and recover previous coordinator’s safe mode.
By the way, new algorithm works well when for a first time distributed system starts to work and no previous coordinator was available before.
After crashing each process that has a request in queue, either the system gets reloaded or after a period there will be an election and the new system will be established. Now the suggested algorithm starts the recovery in the following steps:

Step 1: Broadcasting “New Epoch” message
New coordinator sends a message called “New Epoch” to all of the processes in any workstation. Receiving this message, any process finds out that coordinator has been crashed and a new one has just been established. “New Epoch” message can have several other information about new coordinator. For example: new coordinator’s machine address, new coordinator’s DNS name, new coordinator’s type (what does he coordinates- kind of resources that will be controlled) and even may be time stamp of election that he was elected as a coordinator (to compare, if it is necessary).

Step 2: Gathering all process replies
All the clients after receiving the “New Epoch” message understand that there is a new system in the distributed system and each of them depending on its situation may send the related answers.
1. Those processes that neither have sent a request nor is in the critical section are called unrelated processes. These processes did not have any info in crashed coordinator so will not deal with new coordinator. Hence, they will send a message called “No Request” to coordinator and coordinator receiving this message understands that this process has no related work with new coordinator.
2. Processes, which are in the critical regions of resources that are controlled by new coordinator, send “In-Region” messages including information like, critical region that they are in, process name, process address and process ID. Coordinator after receiving all of the messages, using “In-Region” messages just sets each critical section’s related flag in coordinator. Now, all of the flags are set exactly like the flags of previous crashed coordinator.
3. All of the processes that have sent a request message before receiving “New Epoch” and yet have not received “OK” message for entering CS, should resend a new request message including requested critical region name, sender process name, ID, address and finally the timestamp of first request message which have been sent to previous coordinator.

Step 3: Organizing new coordinator
In this point, new coordinator should check that does not have any case as a “Reset flag and meanwhile not empty queue”. This means that there is no process in critical region but there are some processes waiting to enter critical region.
void Initialization ( void )
{
    int Flag = 0;
    int Queue [Process_No]= {0};
    Recovery ( );
} //end of Initialization function

// Recovery function, gathers last coordinator's lost data to rebuild
// new coordinator accurately, according to new complementary algorithm
void Recovery ( void )
{
    broadcast ("New Epoch"); //sends the message to all of the available processes
    while (receives answer from all of processes)
    {
        M= get_message ( ); // gathering answers one by one
        switch (M.message) // decide over received messages answers
        {
            case "No Request":
                do_NoP( ); // Do No operation
                break;
            case "in-region":
                Flag = M.process_No; // setting a CS flag
                Break;
            case "Request":
                insert (Queue, M.process_No, M.time_stamp);
                break;
            default :
                //we assume other messages (like “Released” message)
                // as “No Request” message till the end of new
                // algorithm’s recovery procedure
                do_NoP ( ); // Do No Operation
                break;
        } // end of switch
    } // end of while

    if ( Flag == 0 & & !IsEmpty (Queue) )
    {
        i= delete (Queue);
        Flag = i;
        send (i, "OK");
    }
} //end of Recovery function

Fig. 4: Proposed algorithm
These steps are shown in figure 3 and related algorithm is shown in figure 4.

4. Evaluation
In this section we will give formal reasons to show the correctness of algorithm.

Correctness Proof
In this subsection, it will be proved that the new algorithm makes DMX algorithm more fault-tolerant. Therefore, it can be inferred that the new algorithm works accurately to make a robust DMX algorithm.

To do so, it should be proved that the set of data before current coordinator crash in old coordinator and after that, the data in new coordinator, are correspondent. First, we will survey the correspondence of old coordinator’s data with the systems’ CS-related data. Second, The equality of systems’ CS-related data with new coordinator’s data will be surveyed (according to new algorithm’s routine). Finally, considering the crash time, the fault tolerance of coordinator will be gain.

We consider the system processes as set S; the old coordinator’s data as set C and the new coordinator’s data as C. However, the set S includes three subset of clients’ data (clients in three states: in-region, requesting and unrelated).

As data structure, each coordinator has a queue to store requests of processes and a flag, which saves the in-region process name.

Then we have, \( S = \{S1, S2, S3\} \)

Such that, \( S1 = \{P1 | P1 \in \text{in} - \text{region}, P1 \text{ is a process}\} \)

\( S2 = \{P2 | P2 \text{ is requesting}\} \)

\( S3 = \{P3 | (P3 \in S1) \land (P3 \notin S2)\} \)

It is observable that set S is partitioned by S1, S2 and S3. Therefore, \( S = S1 \cup S2 = \{C1 \cup C2\} \)

Also, \( C = \{C1, C2, C3\} \)

\( C1 = \{P1 | P1 \in C, P1 \text{ is a process}\} \)

\( C2 = \{P2 | P2 \in C, P2 \text{ is a process}\} \)

\( C3 = \{S = (C1 \cup C2)\} \)

Because the old coordinator was working accurately before its crash, the CS info in distributed system was in old coordinator. In the other words, in-region process’s name is in coordinator’s flag and each requesting process’s name is in the coordinator’s queue.

Therefore, we have, \( S1 = C1 \)

\( S2 = C2 \)

\( S3 = S - (S1 \cup S2) = S - (C1 \cup C2) = C3 \)

Thus, all of the coordinator’s info is correspondent with system’s CS-related info.

\( S = \{S1, S2, S3\} = \{C1, C2, C3\} = C \)

\( C' = \{C1', C2', C3'\} \)

In the other hand, according to C’ definition we have,

\( C1' = \{P1 | P1 \in C'\_flag, P1 \text{ is a process}\} \)

\( C2' = \{P2 | P2 \in C'\_queue, P2 \text{ is a process}\} \)

\( C3' = S - (C1' \cup C2') \)

The new coordinator has gathered its data using new algorithms steps. After sending a “New Epoch” message in step one of new algorithm, according to step 2.1 in-region process sends an “In-region” message to new coordinator as an answer. And the new coordinator sets its flag with system’s in-region process name. So, \( C1' = S1 \)

In addition, according to new complementary algorithm step 2.2 those processes, which have sent a request to old coordinator and now are blocked, send request with previous time-stamp again (to new coordinator).

Therefore, requesting or blocked processes in system will have a request in new coordinator’s queue. So \( C2' = S2 \)

Thus, \( C3' = S - (C1' \cup C2') = S - (S1 \cup S2) = S3 \)

Therefore, \( C' = \{C1', C2', C3'\} = \{S1, S2, S3\} = S \)

Data Recovery
According to two main results above, we have:

\( C' = S \land S = C \Rightarrow C = C' \)

In result, the data in old coordinator is correspondent with the data in new coordinator, which is gathered with new complementary algorithm. Therefore, the new algorithm can recover the lost data or system.

Fault Tolerance
With considering the crash time as T0, the old coordinator was working accurately at T1 exactly before crash, where T1<T0. In addition, reestablishment time of new coordinator is T2. (After running new algorithm leading to fully recovery), where T0<T2. Thus, we have T1<T0<T2. The data in old coordinator at T1 is set C and the data in new coordinator at T2 is set C’. As proved before, we have C=C’. Therefore, the system works correctly permanently and before crash. In result system is Fault-Tolerant.

5. Conclusion
One of the original goals of making distributed systems is to make systems more reliable than single-process systems. The idea is that if a machine goes down, some other machine takes over the job. In other words, theoretically the overall system reliability could be the Boolean OR of the component reliabilities.

Of all the distributed mutual exclusion algorithms in the literature, the non-token based algorithms of Lamport [8] and Ricart-Agrawala [9], RA, are not reliable in the sense described above.

We presented a reliable mutual exclusion algorithm for distributed systems with asynchronous message passing. The saving in message complexity was obtained by exploiting the concurrency of requests and assigning multiple meanings to the requests and replies, whenever there are concurrent requests. However, this is also a drawback of Lamport's algorithm and the RA algorithm. The following improvements can be made to the algorithm. The first improvement saves the number of "REPLY" messages. A process Pi finishing CS (procedure FinCS) sends a "OK" to the concurrently

\(^1\)We consider that the coordinator and network platform are safe and sound. So they are not virus or something destructive.
requesting process with the next highest priority (if it exists). Also it sends “REPLY”s, to the processes whose “REQUEST”s were deferred. By examining these “REQUEST”s, Pi can determine the relative order in which these processes will execute CS. Using this fact, the following optimization can be made. Assume Pk has the highest priority among these “REQUEST”s. Pi can send “REPLY” just to Pk, apprising Pk of all the information Pi has gathered. Thus, Pi can avoid sending up to m (worst case is m-1) messages. Now it is Pk to take care of the rest. However, this optimization requires a significant increase in message sizes and local data structures. Second way to save the number of “REPLY” messages is by treating deferred “REQUEST” messages as concurrent to the next “REQUEST” of this process (although they are not truly concurrent by definition). If the process exiting the CS knows that it will request CS soon, it can keep deferred “REQUEST” as deferred until it makes its next “REQUEST”. At that time, its “REQUEST” acts as a “REPLY” to the deferred “REQUEST”, and the deferred “REQUEST” acts as a “REPLY” to its “REQUEST”. This optimization could slow down the computation at processes.

6. Applications and Future works
This algorithm can be applied in distributed operating systems, as is discussed in all of the distributed operating system texts [20], and distributed programming cases. For example in Java programming it might be used to create the CS for common resources that are objects or classes. In these cases, we must define a class for managing the CSS. Other applications are: 3D animation [24], for example in a game net an object is shared between N players, so they are in race over the CSSs to win. Finally Internet, which is a semi distributed system. In Internet, there are a lot of common resources and other conditions to create the mutual exclusion. However, we can use the presented algorithm in very sensitive or non-sensitive distributed systems.
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ABSTRACT
In a distributed system, process synchronization is an important agenda. One of the major duties for process synchronization is mutual exclusion. This paper presents a new centralized fault tolerant distributed mutual exclusion algorithm based on Agrawala and El-Abbadi’s algorithm. In new algorithm, once coordinator crashes, algorithm can recover lost data and return the coordinator in earlier situation. Thus fault tolerance will assure and centralize algorithm’s “single point of failure” will be omitted. So based algorithm will be more reliable. The only trade off is consuming some inappreciable time in case of coordinator’s crash.
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1. Introduction
The mutual exclusion problem states that only a single process can be allowed access to a protected resource, also termed as a CS*, at any time. Mutual exclusion is a form of synchronization and is one of the most fundamental paradigms in computing systems. To do mutual exclusion in single/multi processor systems, which has shared memory, there are various approaches like Semaphore, Monitor, TSL, Pterson and so on [17], [14], [15]. All mentioned solutions need to have a shared memory such that all involved processes can access common objects or variables. Considering problems and limitations like scalability in DSM† creation and relinquishing DSM, we can’t employ former named ways to synchronize processes in distributed systems. Thus the new distributed-system-based approaches have been invented.

1.1. Background
Mutual exclusion has been widely studied in distributed systems, which has no shared memory, where processes communicate by asynchronous message passing, and a comprehensive survey is given in [1], [2]. For a system with \( N \) processes, competitive algorithms have a message complexity between \( \log(N) \) and \( 3(N-1) \) messages per access to the CS, depending on their features.

Distributed mutual exclusion algorithms are either token-based or nontoken-based [16]. In token-based mutual exclusion algorithms, a unique token exists in the system and only the holder of the token can access the protected resource. Examples of token-based mutual exclusion algorithms are Suzuki-Kasami’s algorithm [3] (\( N \) messages), Singhals’s heuristic algorithm [4] (\( N(N-1)/2 \) messages), Raymond’s tree-based algorithm [5] (\( \log(N) \) messages), Yan et al.’s algorithm [6] (\( O(N) \) messages), and Naimi et al.’s algorithm [7] (\( O(\log(N)) \) messages). Nontoken-based mutual exclusion algorithms exchange messages to determine which process can access the CS next. Examples of nontoken-based mutual exclusion algorithms are Agrawala and El-Abbadi’s algorithm [18] (3 messages), Lamperti’s algorithm [8] (3\( (N-1) \) messages), Ricart-Agrawala’s algorithm [9] (\( 2(N-1) \) messages), Carvalho-Roureiro’s variant of the Ricart-Agrawala algorithm [10] (\( (0, 2(N-1)) \) messages), Maekawa’s algorithm [11] (\( (3(N-1), 5(N-1)/2) \) messages), Singhals’s dynamic information structure algorithm [12] (\( (N-1, 3(N-1)/2) \) messages). Sanders gave a theory of information structures to design mutual exclusion algorithms, where an information structure describes which processes maintain information about what other processes, and from which processes a process must request information before entering the CS [13].

1.2. Classification
Distributed mutual exclusion algorithms are divided into three groups [19], [20]:

1. Centralized Algorithms:
   In this bunch of algorithms, a central process or machine services others. One of the well-known algorithms is Agrawala and El Abbadi’s algorithm [18], which has three steps to synchronize processes in entering and releasing CS. This central process is called coordinator and each process should be allowed from his coordinator to use a shared resource. At the end they should inform coordinator in time of leaving CS. This method is simple to implement but has centralization’s own problems.

2. Distributed Algorithms [9], [21],
   In this series of algorithms, resource reservation and retrieval is performed in distributed manner. In other words all of the available processes decide about whom enters in CS [8], [11]. Of course, in this way there will be